
An Extinction Tale.

Never before have the fortunate been so f**ked.  And it’s all their fault.

SUNK! follows two good-time chasing woolly mammoths, Chuck and Donny, after they sneak 
aboard Noah’s Ark thinking it’s a party cruise, oblivious to the fact it’s the final cruise… for everyone.

Animated Always Sunny meets The Wolf of Wall Street set on a Righteous Gemstone’s Noah’s Ark.

In order to slip on board, the mammoths need to skirt the 
couples-only rule, so Chuck volunteers to disguise himself as a 
woman, and his alter ego, Lady C, is born. Complete with wigs 
(sheep) and outfits (skimpy), Lady C is the public face of Chuck 
and every party’s MVP. Like a marine, she’s first in and last out.

With the cruise underway, narcissist Noah and his three 
dysfunctional sons, Japeth, Shem and Ham, jockey for power 
and bilk the passengers one overpriced frozen margarita at a 
time. It’s a cartoon Succession on a cruise ship. They refuse to 
dock the ship long after the allotted time, despite the word of 
the Lord...of directors. Everything’s destroyed and the money's 
pouring in, so what’s the rush?

SUNK! follows the wacky adventures of Chuck and Donny, two woolly mammoths who sneak aboard 
a Noah & Son’s Couples' Cruise for a good time. The 40-day and 40-night cruise promises endless 
fun — from-all-you-can-eat buffets to headliners like Megan Thee Filly and Jay Zebra and, of course, 
their infamous White Fuego™ party, a boat-rockin’ good time.
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Show Tone

An anachronistic social satire examining the age-old question: Does it matter if the world ends tomorrow if 
tonight’s going to be a good time? What about if it’s a good, good time? Will we pleasure-seek our way into 
extinction? (Hint: The answer is yes.)

With the Ark loaded full of cruisers, staff and entertainment, there is a virtually endless cast of characters 
who are all in the same predicament, but are handling it very differently.

And while Noah & Sons are making billions, the passengers cruise unknowingly to their deaths, distracted 
from the truth by a well-placed chocolate fountain Donnyor Silly Hat Night in the Star Gazer Lounge. 
Frankly, it’s embarrassingly easy.

Occasionally, Donny’s gut tells him there’s something fishy going on; he and Chuck should investigate, but 
between the breakfast conga line and underwater Boggle, who’s got the time?

Especially once Donny catches a glimpse of the lovely Adelephant and falls hard. Which makes sense 
because elephants are just bald woolly mammoths. Will they or won’t they? They won’t if Noah has 
anything to say about it, because he's also hot for the beautiful superstar.

Synopsis con’t



This family makes Succession look like Family Ties.
Noah & Sons Cruise Lines

Donny
He shall lead his people to 

the party.

Chuck
And he shall turn that party 

out.

Lady C
Chuck’s female alter ego 

and the apex partier.
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Another greedy, narcissistic 
billionaire.

Noah, CEO
White knuckling through 

ordinary life.

Japeth, COO
New day, new foam party. 

Daddy’s paying.

Shem, Cruise Director

Speaks eloquently. 
Smells delicious.

Ham, SCH
What they say goes. This is the 
word of the Lord...of Directors.

The Lord of Directors
Japeth’s AA chip and only friend.

Chip

Our Heroes
Two best friends, one alter ego, livin’ their best lives.
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Cruise Celebrities

Meet some of the regulars.
Crew and Passengers

Proving daily, they’re NOT just like us.

For her, it isn’t over. 
Adelephant

Earned his stripes 
crushing mics. 

Jay Zebra
Macaroni in a trough. 

Megan Thee Filly
Mr. Arkwide
Pitbull

Tell them I’m good.
Bunny Bueno

Mo’ Honey, Mo’ Problems 
Notorious B.E.A.R.

Likes a lot of honey in her tea. 
Doja Bear

Thinks he’s a bear, but he’s 
really a marsupial. 

Justin BeeBear

Used to part seas, but now 
he splits checks. 

Moses, Bartender
Their fangs are not as 
sharp as their tongues. 

The Sabertooths
They took down prey, 

running; now they take down 
buffets, rolling. 

Fat Cheetahs
The wind beneath each 
other’s flightless wings. 

The Dodo Birds
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Our socio-political-economic-religious satire aims to comment on the issues touching at the foundation 
of society, juxtaposed with a whismical drawn animated style. We plan to hit on all the hot current points: 
irrational social division, lack of critical thinking, institutional  racism, wealth discrepancy, fame seeking, 
corruption and the rest of current societies greatest hits, all in the safe, playful lens of a non-stop party 
cruise loaded with playful cartoon animals. And cartoons are fun, so let’s all laugh together at this show, 
and ourselves, as we both drift off into a preventable extinction.

And after all, our two mammoths only saw "party" and missed the "couples" part when they hopped on 
this boat and we all know how that turned out. Wait...are we the mammoths?

Why this show?

The Ark
Like every cruise ship, you have two very distinct parts of the boat, separated by the Water Line. The 
cheesy Vegas hotel section for the guests with endless attractions wave pools, all-you-can-eat chocolate 
fountains, and comedy hypnotists; and the dark, dungeon-like labyrinth where the crew lives in their tiny 
rooms built like mortuary cabinets but with none of that sweet, sweet cooling.

And don’t forget about the gold plated Captain’s Bridge. It's like the Vatican, but with more women and 
better drugs. 

Watch the SUNK! animated teaser, starring Sam Richardson and Andy St. Clair, at SunktheSeries.com

Watch the Teaser!
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